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ZADANIE 2  Przeczytaj zdania i wybierz poprawne przyimki.

  1. 'I need your support. Will you back me  up/for ?'  'Of course, I will. You know you can 

        count  with/on  me, Jim.'

  2. For/In  spite of not feeling  up/in  to the challenge, Mary made  to/up  her mind to 

        act  at/in  the school drama.

  3. Contrary  for/to  what is written about us  in/at  the press, I must assure you that 

        we've done nothing to be ashamed  with/of .

  4. Michael is allergic  for/to  pollen. Every year  on/in  springtime, he suffers  at/from  

       terrible burning in his eyes.

  5. According  to/with  the Prime Minister, increase  at/in  the number of people 

       dissatisfied  with/from  the recent economic situation has resulted  by/from  the 

       mistakes the ruling party have made.

  6. The Johnsons take great pride  on/in  their son's achievements. George is famous 

       for/with  his scientific publications.

  7. There's no point  for/in  asking  on/for  my opinion. I'm not familiar  at/with  the 

        recent political events in South Africa.

  8. I can't say I approve  of/to  all the resolutions you have put  into/forward  in your 

      project. But  out/by  and large, you've done a good job.

  9. David, my husband, prefers walking in the mountains  from/to  lying on the beach, 

      which is why we always find it hard to agree  for/on  our holiday destination.

10. To avoid getting  into/at  trouble, young people should be taught to beware  from/of  

       drug dealers. 

11. The man claimed he had nothing to do  with/to  the robbery and that he found 

       himself in that place  over/by  accident.

12. Before researchers find a solid cure  on/for  cancer, thousands of people will have 

       died  of/at  that horrible disease.

13. Owing  by/to  Rosy's thorough education and good knowledge  in/of  foreign 

       languages, she has been accepted for all the jobs she has applied  for/at .

14. The environment is subject  to/with  devastation  on/through  account of human 

       destructive activity. The impact that we exert  for/on  nature has contributed  to/in  

       extinction of many species and endangerment of many others.

15. 'Who have you been introduced  with/to  so far?'  'I am already acquainted  at/with 

       Mr Byron - the one who is  on/in  charge of the sales department.’

16. Mrs Abercrombie is so proud  for/of  her children’s achievements  in/at  school.

17. Write  up/down  your address, please. I don’t have memory  on/for  numbers.
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18. ‘Who is  with/in  authority here?’  ‘I am responsible  with/for  keeping things  in/at  

        order.’

19. ‘Do you still depend  to/on  your parents?’  ‘No, I earn my living  at/on  my own’.

20. ‘How much money did you spend  for/on  the delivery?’  ‘Nothing. It was free  by/off  

        charge.’

21. Karen has been longing  of/for  her family and town. It’s been six years since she left

       for/into  Brazil.

22. This little village reminds me  of/to  the place where we went  at/on  our honeymoon.

23. I took your diary  on/by  mistake. I do not take much interest  in/for  your private 

       matters.

24. ‘What was the cause  of/for  the explosion?’  ‘What explosion? I am not familiar  

         with/to  the story.’

25. I’m a little nervous because I am not used  with/to  working  on/under  pressure.

26. Although Mrs Parker is bitterly jealous  about/of  her friends' higher wages in the 

       company, she refrains  from/with  making sharp comments.

27. The committee are not  for/in  favour of quick changes. They say the modifications 

       should be introduced  by/on  degrees.

28. The landlord was very generous  at/to  us. All that we consumed in his inn was  

       on/from  the house.

29. We can't give  off/in. Now that we have gone through the most difficult part of the 

       route we must reach Marrakesh  by/at  any cost.

30. If you had informed us  from/in  advance that you wouldn't be giving any lecture, we 

        wouldn't have gone  for/to  the trouble of making all the necessary arrangements.

31. Jack's great passion  for/in  pottery seems odd to his friends, but the boy looks  at/on 

       it as an absorbing hobby.

32. What unavoidably gets  with/on  my nerves is Frank’s tendency  towards/within  

        criticizing everything and everyone.

33. The football star has finally opted  on/for  holidays in a secluded place where he 

       hopes to hide  against/from  curious journalists and photographers.

34. All the candidates, except  to/for  Larry Ames, have scored the required number of 

       points and have qualified  into/for  the scholarship abroad.

35. Many customers complain  on/about  the high prices of food, meat  at/in  particular.

36. Learning this long definition  to/by  heart, at first, seemed an impossible task. But, 

        at/in  the end I was successful  in/with  memorizing it.

37. Instead  from/of  a long speech at the beginning of the meeting, the chairman limited 

       himself  with/to  a short welcome.



Słowotwórstwo - Word formation

ZADANIE 1  Wybierz właściwą formę słowa.
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  1. Does it make any  different / difference  to them if we pay by cheque?

  2. Tom has lost his  confidential / confidence  in conventional medicine after many years 

        of ineffective  treatment / treaty.

  3. 'What's the  longitude / length  of this rope?'  'It's six metres long.’

  4. Tom stood in  defensive / defence  of the woman who was attacked by a mugger. 

        He was later praised and awarded for his  bravery / bravado.

  5. The president’s  apparition / appearance  on TV was meant to prove his  personal / 

        personality  involvement in the reforms.

  6. Don't be  unkind / kindly  to Alice. She never treats you  unfair / unfairly.

  7. There's every  likeness / likelihood  that our next training will be called off because

       of  unfavourable / disfavoured  weather conditions.

  8. It’s  advisory / advisable  to keep this plant in a dark place. It's  sensitive / sensible  

        to light.

  9.  Make an  instance / instant  order and you won’t have to pay for the  deliverance / 

        delivery  of the furniture set.

10. As a matter of fact, the realisation of the project itself isn't so  troubling / troublesome  

       as the initial conditions we have to accept.

11. The minister doesn’t seem to understand that rising  unemployment / unemployed 

       may lead to more strikes and people’s  annoying / annoyance.

12. Who of you was so  careless / careful  to pass the information to the press? I’ve told

       you a thousand times it was  confiding / confidential.

13. The  attention / attendance  at the concert was low because the organizers weren’t 

        determining / determined  enough to give it more publicity.

14. I've never heard about Paul Dobson. He couldn’t have been a  historic / historical  

       character. Or perhaps, my  knowledge / know-how  of history is so poor.

15. The doctors were  helpful / helpless  seeing how fast the epidemy was spreading

       and how  effectual / ineffective  their methods of treatment were.
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ZADANIE 2  Podaj właściwą formę słowa.

  1. Few volunteers decided to take part in the mission knowing how .............................. 

       (hazard)  it might be.  

  2. Cindy and Mike's close .............................. (friend)  finally developed into a deep feeling 

       and culminated in their .............................. (marry) last year.

  3. The boys should receive harsh .............................. (punish). Their .............................. 

       (behave)  at the inauguration ceremony was horrible.

  4. Your plan is not .............................. (practice)  at all. You should rethink it.

  5. Mutual .............................. (accuse) will get you nowhere. You'd better try to find 

       a more reasonable .............................. (solve)  to your conflict.

  6. Jason is the most .............................. (truth)  person I know. He never tells lies.

  7. The Internet ways of .............................. (communicate)  seem to be most 

        .............................. (fashion)  among young people these days.

  8. The main cause of the current crisis in the party is the deep .............................. (divide)  

        between its members.

  9. None of us was .............................. (success)  in convincing the director of the benefits 

       that our experiment might bring. His .............................. (approve)  grew even stronger 

       when Jack mentioned the possible cost of the venture.

10. Mark's been busy all this week. It's  .............................. (doubt) whether he'll come to 

       see our  .............................. (perform) tomorrow.

11. 'Why didn't they react to my .............................. (warn)?'    

       'They might have misunderstood its discreet  .............................. (mean).’

12. Experience, flexibility and .............................. (involve)  are the main 

        .............................. (require)  of most employers these days.

13. The detective says he can see a striking .............................. (similar) between these 

        four  .............................. (rob)  cases.

14. The  .............................. (introduce)  of the tax relief will certainly be 

         .............................. (benefit)  to fruit exporters.

15. I'm sorry for hitting you with the ball. It was .............................. (accident), I didn’t 

        mean to hurt you.



  1. competitive / competition / competent

      a.  It was Emily Banks who won the writers’ ........................... . Her story was the best.

      b.  Harry wasn’t a ............................ worker, that’s why they laid him off.

      c.  Our products sell really well because their prices are ............................ .

  2. annoyance / annoying / annoyed 

      a.  The poor results of the poll caused great ............................ among the party 

            members.

      b.  I’m sorry for my reaction. I was ............................ by the lies the witness told.

      c.  What’s making that ............................ noise? Is it the radio?

  3. destiny / destination / predestined

     a.  The plane never reached its ............................ . It’s still unclear what happened 

           during the flight. 

     b.  Jenny believes she is ............................ to achieve a great success as an actress.

     c.  I went to Athens just for a trip. But I met Georgios, married him and stayed there for

           good. Such was my ............................ , I guess.

  4. appearances / appearance / disappearance

     a.  The company representative is one of the jobs where personal ............................ 

           matters a lot. 

     b.  The detective claims he has got a good theory to explain the mysterious 

            ............................ of the precious crown jewels from the museum.

     c.  It makes no sense to judge people only by their ............................ .

  5. addicted / addiction / addictive

     a.  Heroine is one of the most ............................ drugs.

     b.  I can’t live without chocolate. I eat it every day. I’m ............................ to it.

     c.  Uncle Ben used to smoke a lot. But he managed to fight the ............................ .

6. economic / economical / economize

     a.  In times of drought the locals have to ............................ on water supplies.

     b.  My car does not use much petrol. It’s really ............................ .

     c.  The new investments are expected to boost the ............................ development

           of the country.

ZADANIE 7  Uzupełnij zdania właściwymi słowami.
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  7. comforting / uncomfortable / comforts

     a. The millionaire had lost his fortune in the casino. For the rest of his days he had to 

          do without the …………………….. of life.

     b. The little patient’s parents were so happy when they heard the  …………………….. 

          news of their daughter’s successful recovery.

     c. We felt rather …………………….. in company of the couple who were arguing all the time 

          during the trip.

  8. sympathize / sympathetic / sympathy

     a. I did …………………….. with you when you failed your examination. 

     b. The officers had no …………………….. for the driver who caused the accident.

     c. We thanked all our family and friends warmly for being so …………………….. when our 

          father died.

  9. unjust / justice / justification

     a. The victims expect nothing more but …………………….. . The guilty must be punished.

     b. There’s no …………………….. to your rude behaviour. You shouldn’t have called your

           subordinates names.

     c. I have a feeling that the verdict is …………………….. . I am going to appeal against it.

10. department / departure / departed

     a. The plane is still being serviced. Our …………………….. time has been postponed.

     b. This is my favourite …………………….. store. I do all my shopping there.

     c. This monument has been put up in memory of all the …………………….. professors and 

          lecturers of the university. 

11. benefactor / beneficial / beneficiary

     a. Mr Clay is our team’s …………………….. . Without his financial support we’d never

          have a chance to train and take part in tournaments. 

     b. The millionaire left nothing to his children. His young wife was the only …………………… 

           of his last will.

     c. Products rich in fibre are said to be most …………………….. to health.

12. undeniable / denial / denying

     a. That Ramesses III was a great pharaoh is a(n) ……………………..  fact.

     b. There is no …………………….. that jealousy can ruin a relationship.

     c. Your …………………….. makes no sense. I was there and saw what had happened.
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ZADANIE 8  Podaj poprawne formy słów w tekstach.
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Earthquakes are amongst the most 1) .............................. (destroy) natural disasters. 

They usually strike without any 2) .............................. (warn) and result in a great 

3) ............................... (lose) of life and enormous demolition of buildings. 

In 4) .............................. (add), they may cause devastating landslides or create 

gigantic tidal waves which, in fact, are collosal walls of water smashing into 

seashores with such force that they are 5) .............................. (able) of destroying 

coastal cities. However, the vast 6) .............................. (major) of fatalities and 

Millions of people undergo cosmetic surgery every year. Modern plastic surgeons 

can alter almost any aspect of physical 8) .............................. (appear), from facial 

features to body shape. While some cosmetic surgery is done for 9) ............................ 

(medicine) reasons, many other procedures are 10) .............................. (volunteer). 

For many, having cosmetic surgery is a key to 11) .............................. (confide) levels 

and self-image. However, cosmetic surgery should never be taken lightly. The 

12) .............................. (probable) of complications exists, just as for any other 

operation. Pain is a significant drawback to plastic surgery, and 13) .............................. 

(recover) times can be as long as six months in some cases. Sometimes plastic surgery 

doesn't produce the 14) .............................. (desire) results for the patient, which is 

often a problem with 15) .............................. (expect), not with the skill of the surgeon. 

Expecting 16) .............................. (real) results, such as that surgery will make you look 

It is common 18) .............................. (know) that there is no escape from old age and 

it is certain that some of us will retain our mental and physical 19) .............................. 

(able) while others will suffer from health disorders. Some of us will be able to climb 

mountains whereas others will find it 20) .............................. (achieve) because of

arthritis. To what extent we will be affected with ageing is partially a matter of luck. 

It is also largely 21) .............................. (depend) on our genes and in a substantial part 

on the way we live our lives.

serious 7) .............................. (injure) come about when buildings  collapse.

like a movie star can lead to a serious 17) .............................. (disappoint).


